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Goniometry from photographs or angle-true sketches
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Abstract

A simple graphical procedure is described for preparing a gnomonic projection of a crystal
from a pair ofphotographs or angle-true drawings related by rotation through a known angle
about a known axis, and is exemplified by its application to pairs of scanning electron
microscope photographs of phil l ipsite and calcite.

The advent of the scanning electron microscope
with its great depth of focus has made it possible to
obtain excellent photographs of crystals far too small
for optical goniometry; it would often be of interest
to ascertain their morphological development, but
this is rarely possible when only a single photograph
is available. However, if two photographs are avail-
able from viewpoints related to one another by rota-
tion through a known angle about an axis the projec-
tion of which on the planes of both photographs is
known, interedge angles can be derived graphically
and a projection prepared with an accuracy usually of
the order of 2"; if the axial elements are known (e.g.
from X-ray data), this will commonly suffice to index
the faces. Greater accuracy can be achieved if more
than two viewpoints are available, and the construc-
tions are simplified if the axis of rotation relating the
photographs l ies in the plane of the photographs.

The method was originally developed (Hey, 1942)
to ascertain the orientation of a cut surface of an iron
meteorite, and extended to drawings or photographs
of crystals observed under the microscope (Hey,
l95l), but is equally applicable to crystals for which
optical or contact goniometry is impossible because,
for example, of their situation in a cavity. It is essen-
tially a reversal of V. Goldschmidt's admirable
method of crystal drawing (1891; cf. Palache, 1920;
Porter, 1920; Barker, 1922).

Consider Figure l: here a drawing of wil lemite has
been derived from a gnomonic projection, using as a
guide a plan on (l I l)-which is essentially a drawing
from a viewpoint on I l l ], each edge of the drawing
being normal to the corresponding zone-line. The
direction of any crystal edge in the final drawing is
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derived by joining the intersection of the zone-line
representing this edge with the guide-line L (Leitlinie)
to the angle-point W (Winkelpunkt); then the desired
edge is at right angles to this line. The final drawing is
related to the plan on (1 I l) by a rotation around the
axis A (Fig. l) through the (stereographic) angle OW

Clearly, if we have two drawings and know the axis
and angle of rotation relating them, we can simply
reverse the process and construct the gnomonic pro-
jectionl.

Of course, this example is a special case, in that one
of the drawings was a plan on ( l l l ) ,  but we can
always use the same technique to prepare a gnomonic
projection on the plane of one of the drawings. In
Figure 2 we see this applied: the plane of the upper
drawing is taken as the plane of projection, and since
it is known that the two viewpoints are related by a
rotation of 30" about the axis A, the guide-line L and
angle-point W can be inserted. Then if a line through
W normalto any edge, say [PQ], in the lower drawing
cuts the guideline in P, this zone-axis is represented in
the projection by a line through P normal to the edge
[PQ] as seen in the upper drawing.

When all six zone-lines of this simple projection are
completed, it is seen that the face P is only located by
two intersecting zone-lines, but Q, R, and S are each
located by three; naturally, working errors lead to
error-triangles, and Q, R, and S can be located at the
centroids of these. The fourth face, T, lies far out on
the gnomonic projection, and the best procedure is to

' Strictly speaking, it is a mixed stereo-gnomonic projection, the
gnomonic poles at infinity being replaced by their stereographic
equivalents on the primitive circle, as advocated by Barker (l 922).
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Fig. I . Willemite: plan on ( I I I ), with a stereo-gnomonic projection and a drawing as seen from a point represented stereographically by
the angle-point W. The guide-line LL' is the trace of the plane of which W is the (stereographic) pole; AO is the axis of rotation and OW
the angle of rotation (62') relating the two views. Each edge or zone-line in the plan is normal to the corresponding zone-line in the
projection (heavy lines), and each edge in the second drawing is normal to a line (light lines)joining the angle-point W to the point where
the corresponding zone axis cuts the guideJine LL'.  The stereographic poles of{ lT0} and {2l l}  are shown, unlabel led, on the primit ive
circle.

Fig. 2. Gypsum: two drawings related by a rotation of 30o about
the axis OA, with a stereo-gnomonic projection on the plane of the
upper drawing. In the projection the zone-lines are shown heavy
and the lines for their construction light; the dashed lines are the
constructions for measuring the angles PQ, PS, PR, and PT and
the interzonal angle [PST]: [PQR].

measure the small angles between the zone-lines
[RT], [QT], and [PST] and their normal distances
from the centre of projection, O, and to calculate
three estimates of the direction and central distance
of T; for example, [PST] and [QT], which are at 50 to
one another with central distances 24" and 33o re-
spectively, define a pair of right-angled plane tri-
angles in the projection with common hypotenuse
OT. The three estimates of the direction of T differ by
less than Vz" , and those of its central distance (86" ) by
only lo; T is plotted stereographically on Figure 2.

A few measurements on Figure'2 show that QR is
l l3o and ST 33o, and that PQ : PR and PS :  PT
approximately, while RPS : 52o, suggesting a mono-
clinic crystal. In fact, the drawings are of a crystal of
gypsum, and we might have guessed at monoclinic
symmetry from the drawings themselves; it would
then have been useful to start as in Figure 2, but after
constructing the two zone-lines [PQRI and [PST] to
measure the central distance of P as they define it
(33'), to abandon the projection on the plane ofthe
upper drawing, and construct instead a projection on
or approximately on the presumed clinopinacoid P.

This approach is seen in Figure 4; here a twin
crystal of phill ipsite (BM 1932, 16l, from Merri
Creek, Melbourne, Australia), shown in the scanning
electron microscope photographs of Figure 3, is first



Fig. 3. Two scanning electron microscope photographs of a
small group of phillipsite crystals. The photographs are related by
a rotation of 5 I o about an axis parallel to the bottom edge of each
photograph.

projected on the plane ofthe upper photograph ofthe
pair, which are related by a rotation qf 51o about an
axis parallel to the bottom edge of the photographs,
and then transformed to bring the zone-axis [PQ]
vertical. Since the desired plane of projection, normal
to [PQ], does not contain the axis of rotation relating
the photographs, the construction for this transfor-
mation is a little more complex. The angle WoW, is,
of course, known, and both W.[PQ] and WrWo[pe]
can readily be measured from the projection (Fig.
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4a); we require the angles W,[PQ] and W,[PQ]W',
which can either be measured on the projection (re-
membering that Wo and W1 are stereographic poles
but [PQ] is gnomonic), or calculated from the spheri-
cal triangle WoW,[PQ]. Then in the projection on a
plane normal to [PQ] (Fig. ab) the guide-lines Lo and
L, and angle-points Wo and W, are readily plotted;
and since the guide-lines are, in fact, the traces (linear
projections) of the planes of the two photographs,
their intersection is the gnomonic pole of the axis of
rotation A. Therefore the two photographs must be
lined up with their bottom edges (the axis of rotation)
parallel to WoA and WrA respectively; lines normal
to an edge as seen in each photograph can then be
drawn through the corresponding angle-point to cut
the corresponding guide-line, and the desired zone-
line joins the two points so defined.

When the transformation is completed, the
pseudotetragonal symmetry of the twin is clearly
seen, though the face Q is badly misplaced; the zones
[PQ] and [QS] meet at a very acute angle in Figure
4a, and so fail to fix Q accurately (in Fig. 4b the
points on the two guide-lines are too near together,
with the same result). The small face V could only be

Key:

Fig. 4. a: Gnomonic projection of a crystal from the group shown in Fig. 3 on the plane of the upper photograph of the pair. b: After
measuring the position of the zone-axis [PQ] on Fig.4a, a new projection is prepared on a plane normuf to ttrir aiis. The pseudotetragonal
symmetry of phillipsite is clearly seen.

t P Q l .
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Fig.  5 Two scanning electron microscope photographs (X 100) of  a crystal  of  calc i te having an unusual  habi t .  The photographs are
related by a rotat ion of  23'  around an axis paral le l  to the bot tom edge of  the photographs.

measured roughly (that is, the edges IVU]; it is clearly
in zone with P and R), but it is obviously the fourth
member of the pseudotetragonal pyramid. The angle
RS, measured on the projection, is 63o, reasonably
close to Ihe 60"42' quoted by Brooke and Miller
( l  8s2) .

In Figure 5 a tiny crystal of calcite from BM 1917,
750 is seen in two scanning electron microscope pho-

tographs (X 100) related by a rotation of23" about an
axis parallel to the lower edges of the photographs. A
projection on the plane of the upper photograph
proved a l itt le tricky to interpret, owing to the very
unusual habit of the crystal, but the example serves to
show the capabil it ies of the technique. The large face
P is obviously a more-or-less equilateral triangle, and
the angle PQ, measured on the projection, is 60Vzo,

' tv

K e y : v i e w
from W"

Fig. 6. a: Partial gnomonic projection of the crystal of Fig. 5 on the plane of the upper photograph of the pair. b: After preliminary

measurements to establish the positions ofthe faces P and Q, a new projection is prepared on a plane parallel to P. Stereographic poles are
shown as open circles, gnomonic as filled circles; the guide-lines and the reference lines WoA, W'A are shown dashed. Only those zone-

lines that include a face lying far out on the projection (S or Z) are labelled. From each observed pole, an arrow is drawn 10 the calculated
position of the face, assuming the indices given in Table l. The small sketches on this figure and on Fig. 4 serve solely to relate the
photographs to the projections.
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Table I .  Observed and calculated coordinates and assisned in-
dices for the calcite crystal of Figs. 5 and 6

P ( 1 1 i )  -  o o  -  o o  o

a( 1 1T) -600 60'A0 -6000' 63o't  '  i

L (1 ' t  i )  1220 i ro  12ooo '  75o20 '  n
v( iTo)  i  10  5+o 8051 |  5 io r6 '  a

Rb3)) )8o +| io 6000 t 48o 261

Y(  2o?)  -1  60  680 -1 to t4 t  690 z t  v

u(T+T) -122o 66'40 -r2ooo, 670r6,

s (T1T)  -1220 77o -12ooor  t to47,  n
' t (6 f r )  18o 81o 1?oor  I to35 '

H(427) -360 t6/2o -r8o 1i '  4oo +2,
K(6o1)  ' l1o  i7 i2o  BotT '  t loT t  q

* Signlf icanr l-etrer aiter Br.ooxe and i ' i i lLer

suggesting that P is (l I I ) and Q (l lT); Figure 6a is an
incomplete projection on the plane of the upper pho-
tograph, designed to locate P and Q as accurately as
possible, so that the distance PWo and the angle
WopW, can be measured or calculated, and a projec-
tion on P prepared (Fig. 6b). Assuming that Q is
(1ll), the primitive gnomogram of calcite can be
drawn [the triangle (100):(010):(001)]. The stereo-
graphic poles (angle-points) of the two viewpoints are
plotted (Wo and W,) and their guide-lines Lo and L,
(dashed lines), intersecting in the gnomonic pole of
the axis of rotation, A. The two photographs are
lined up parallel to the l ines WoA and WrA and the
positions where normals to the several edges cut the
appropriate guide-lines marked; in practice, it proves
more convenient to measure the angles between the
interfacial edges and the bottom edges of the photo-
graphs (the axis of rotation), and use these angles to
set off the proper points on the guide l ines, measuring
about the appropriate angle-point and taking the
lines WoA and WrA as 90o. In this way the faces R,
Y, and V are readily located; S and Z l ie far out on
the projection, but their positions can easily be calcu-
lated from the appropriate plane triangles. The faces
U, L, and H each lie in one well-defined zone
([RPSLU] and [QH]) ;  the edges [QU],  [QL] ,  [PH]

FROM PHOTOGRAPHS

could each only be measured reliably on one photo-
graph, and were therefore drawn through the estab-
lished faces P and Q, as is the zone-line [PV]. The
remaining small face, K, appears to lie truly in zone
[VP], and nearly but not quite in zone [RQ] or [RH].
It is now possible to index all the faces with reason-
able certainty; the indices are shown in Table l, with
their observed and calculated coordinates. (The face
X is visible on one photograph only; as the edge [RX]
could not be measured reliably, this face could not be
projected or indexed.)

The procedure is not, of course, confined to pairs
of photographs. For example, it has been used for a
series of photographs of a crystal taken with an ordi-
nary camera, the specimen being mounted on a
simple turntable the axis of which was at 30" to the
optic axis of the camera, and could equally well be
applied to pairs of camera lucida drawings. It can
obviously be useful in other situations where crystals
are either too small or too inaccessible for optical or
contact goniometry, and could be extended to the
well-developed crystals obtained in some micro-
chemical tests on slides, the slide being mounted on a
U-stage, though correction for refraction at the sur-
face of the immersion liquid would be necessary.
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